In this paper we investigate the dimension of the tangent space to the tangent differential space ([1]). In section 2 we show some relations between singularities of a differential space of class D q ([9], [10] ) and singularities of its tangent differential space.
Main results
Let (M,C) be a differential space ( [6] , [7] , [8] ), p e M, v e TpM and let TC: TM -> M be the natural projection of the tangent bundle TM on M ( [1] ). Let a e C and w e T (T M). Then v p (dn) v ( (dt) v w)ot = ((dL) v w) (a«rr) = w(a«JT»t) = w(a(p)) = 0. Now it is obvious that im(dt) v s ker(dn) v> Now, we prove the inclusion ker(dn) v £ im(dt) v > Let u e ker(drc) v . Then, for any a e C, u(a°7i) = 0.
The set {dp«*: o e C} generates differential structure on T M, where da is a function given by P P (dpOt)v = v(a), for any v e TpM.
Let us define a mapping w Q : {dpCt: a e C} -> IR as follows w 0 (dpCt) = u(da), for any a e C .
We will check the correctness of the above definition. Let us One can see that
J Let e C and d p a = d^/S. Now, one can easily see that w 0 (dpO<) = w 0 (dp/3), which proves the correctness of the definition of w^. Moreover, the mapping w Q is linear, because the mapping u is linear. Now, we will prove that w Q can be extended to a vector For any a 1 ,...,a n e IR, where Jb^j e IR ,for any i = k + l,...,n, j = l,...,k .
GO k
Now, let us define a function 9 e C (IR ) as follows It is easy to see that every v e T p M, which is not equal to the zero vector 0 e T p M, is a regular point of TM.
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